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1. Introduction
Pilot II uses the MixedEmotions platform to implement a big data application for opinion
mining. This application is expected to be able to monitor several sources of information
including social media platforms like Twitter or Facebook, websites or blogs where
comments and opinions about products/brands are published and even video publishers like
Youtube. Its ultimate purpose is the automatic generation of reputation reports for a given
set of brands. These reports should be obtained periodically in order to observe the
evolution over the time. The information contained in a report should address the following
points:
-

Entities or concepts. This field reflects who/what the collected data related to the
target brand is talking about.

-

Topics. The topics or areas covered by the collected data..

-

Sentiments. Those identified in the content of the information processed. Each item
of data (tweet, blog post, etc...) is identified as neutral, positive or negative.

-

Emotions. Each item of data is assigned to one out of six possible categories:
emotionally neutral, joy, negative-fear, sadness, disgust or anger.

-

Social network analysis. The report is expected to provide information on the impact
of the target brand in social networks: number of retweets, most relevant hashtags,
number of likes, etc. These metrics are derived from graph analysis of the subjects
that generated data related to that brand.

2. Context
In the recent past, Paradigma developed a software tool to perform brand reputation
analysis in conjunction with eInforma, a spanish company specialized in providing financial
and business related information to companies.
Paradigma implemented a product to perform presence analysis. That product has proved
useful, but it is slowly getting obsolete. On the one hand, production costs increase with
time. On the other hand, that product had some natural language processing capabilities, but
those modules were naive, unreliable and often too slow. Also, the only language that was
taken into consideration was Spanish.
With the pilot for MixedEmotions the main objective is to obtain a greater value of the data
related to the target brands. That can be achieved with improved analysis, using better and
more varied natural language processing tools, for example emotion extraction tools. Also
graph analysis of social networks can help to better identify influencers, which is something
that is very interesting for the final users. This pilot can also be used as a test of how well
this kind of analysis performs with a new big data architecture.
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3. Pilot objective
The objective of the pilot is to ultimately be a replacement of the former product from
Paradigma and eInforma.
In this product, there is a final user that requests an online reputation analysis regarding
some company or brand. Then the recollection of information begins and is later processed.
When this sequence is finished the final user will be presented with a report where the
analyzed information is displayed.

4. Pilot architecture
This section presents a brief description of the pilot architecture, which is shown in Figure 1.
In the following lines, a brief description of the elements involved in the pilot is provided.
The project manager is a component that will read the targeted brands configuration and
manage the various process stages. This component will handle the crawler components
and processing orchestrator.
The crawlers are in charge of retrieving mentions and persisting them to Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS). From there, the Spark Orchestrator component will process that data.
The processing will make use of various modules of the platform. In this case, it will extract
sentiment and emotion from the mentions. It will also extract concepts and categories
(topics) for spanish mentions. The processed data will finally be indexed into an
Elasticsearch index and made available for display and interactive, knowledge based search
using Kibana.

Figure 1. Current status of the pilot architecture.
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4. Current status of the pilot
This pilot presents the user some graphs that are to be used for analysis of the online
perception of a given brand in the internet. This analysis is enriched with emotion extraction
capabilities. The user will have access to these graphs, divided in sections. A description is
provided for each of them.

Understanding Sentiment and Emotions
The objective of the pilot is to provide the final user understable data from which to conduct
an analysis to identify the brands general perception, trends and possible perception crises.
As such the graphs try to be easy to understand, but it is important to give the user some
guidelines regarding sentiment and emotions.
First of all, is very important to have a clear distinction between sentiment and emotions, as
those terms are usually correlated and often mistaken one for the other in industry solutions.
Sentiment is just if the mention is a good opinion, bad opinion or has no opinion at all, in
which case it is considered a neutral opinion. For example, “I like BRAND” would be a good
opinion about BRAND. “I hate BRAND” would be a bad opinion and “BRAND sells clocks”
would be a regular statement with no opinion, thus it would be considered a neutral opinion.
Emotion extraction, on the other hand, tries to identify the feelings expressed in a mention.
Emotions are usually correlated with sentiment but not always. For example disgust implies
a negative sentiment, but surprise can be related to both positive and negative sentiment,
and even to neutral sentiment.
Regarding sentiment, for the purposes of this pilot the Sentiment values for a mention can
have three values: positive, neutral and negative. For those values a numeric equivalent has
been set in order to display numeric metrics such as average sentiment. For this purpose a
negative comment will have score ‘-1’, a neutral comment score ‘0’ and a positive one score
1. It is also important to know that it is common for the majority of comments to be neutral,
so the average will tend to be near 0. It is also usual to have more positive comments than
negative ones. Nevertheless, every brand has a different set of statistics. That is why the
evolution graphs are very important, as they can help to easily identify outliers, that is, days
with strange behaviours which the user may wish to investigate further.
In the case of emotions, this pilot uses a dual system to classify emotions. The numeric VAD
emotion classification system and the discrete categorization system. The discrete
categorization system is useful as it is much more easy to understand. In this system, the
emotion extracted is in a finite set of emotions. For this pilot, the emotion set is joy, fear,
sadness, disgust, and anger. If no emotion is found the mention will be classified as neutral.
Neutral emotion mentions will usually be left out of the graphs in order to improve readability.
Emotion classification by categories is useful, as it is very easy to understand, but it has
some limitations. For example, when displaying a graph of emotion evolution such as the
following:
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In this case there are some peaks for some emotions, but it is hard to know when are they
just due to a variation of volume of mentions and when there is another reason which has to
be investigated further. In scenarios such as this, a numeric emotion model can be useful,
even though it is not as intuitive and requires some explanation.
The VAD model for characterizing emotions uses three dimensions to represent emotions.
Those are Valence, Arousal and Dominance (VAD). The valence, or hedonic valence,
measures the pleasurability of an emotion. For example, joy will have a great valence and
sadness will have a small one. The physiological arousal or arousal measures the intensity
of the emotion, such as the difference between fear and terror or between anger and rage.
The last dimension is dominance is related to the degree of feeling of control and influence.
For example anger has great dominance whereas fear or sadness have small dominance.
In our system the relation between the VAD model and the categories model is that the
categories correspond to sections of the VAD space. This correlation has been done using
machine learning clustering algorithms. Of course doing this some nuances of the emotions
are lost, as two mentions with slightly different values in the VAD space will be under the
same category.
The VAD model can be used to gain more insight from the data. For example, a list of
concepts with the strongest emotions can be created, using the arousal dimension as a
quantifier of the strength of an emotion. This can be used, for example, to locate concepts
that are more polarizing.

Report
As stated before, the final user will be presented an user interface with graphs representing
the analyzed data. For presenting this reports, the tool of choice has been Kibana, for its
ease of use, for its seamless integration with elasticsearch and for its flexibility. A good
example of the flexibility of Kibana is that if the user clicks on a facet of a graph, for example
a language or a sentiment, the rest of the report will only show the graphs for that particular
facet.
As a starting point for analysis, a Kibana report has been build with the following sections.
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Sections
General Section

This section provides an overview of the presence of the brand. Data such as volume and
evolution of mentions is displayed here. First there are evolution graphs for volume, average
of sentiment and average of the emotion dimensions. There are also classification graphs
regarding language, sentiment polarity and emotions. Finally, there are two counters, one for
total volume and the other for total sentiment average. These two counters are useful
specially when comparing to other monitored brands.
The objective of this section is to provide the most relevant information about the online
presence of the brand. Special attention must be given to the evolution graphs, which can be
used to detect days with unusual activity. When such an event is detected, the analyst can
try to investigate further to determine if something special happened and potentially take
some action.
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In this section the analysis will be centered around hashtags found in mentions from Twitter.
In this section the user will be able in a glance to identify the hashtags more relevant to the
brand. In this section there are graphs for the average sentiment and the emotions
associated with the most frequent hashtags, the hashtags that have the strongest emotions,
and the ones that are usually positive and the ones that are usually negative.
The emotions for the top hashtags can be taken as an example of the kind of information we
expect the final user to extract from this service.
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In this case, the hashtag #bbvaresponde has both joy and negative-fear emotions
associated. That hashtag corresponds to bbva customer service, so it is to be expected that
it has negative feelings associated with it, but it is also interesting to see that there are a lot
of positive emotions associated, which might seem to indicate that the customer service is
doing its job well. Negative emotions can be encountered on hashtags such as
#arrahonadesnona or #elhadjisequeda, which are linked to anti eviction actions. Maybe
seeing this, the analyst can advise other responsibles to take some kind of communication
action. A hashtag that is associated with disgust is #mexicocity. Upon further investigation it
is apparent that the new BBVA building in Mexico city has been met with bad opinions from
some people.

Other graphs to take into consideration are the “most positive” and “most negative” hashtag
tables. For investigating which hashtags are have the best and worst sentiment associated
the plain average statistic will not suffice, as a hashtag with a single mention with positive
sentiment will have an average sentiment of 1, whereas a hashtags with a thousand
mentions which are all positive except 1 will have an average sentiment of 0.999. So for
obtaining the most positive and negative hashtags, we use the sum of the sentiment scores.
In this example, two of the most positive hashtags are #bbva and #fundacionbbva, which is
the philanthropic branch of the brand. Among the negative ones are hashtags like
#bbvaresponde which was the customer service hashtag, #elhadjisequeda which is related
to an anti-eviction action and negative concepts like #verguenza (shame) and #desigualdad
(inequality). Again, with this information the final user can investigate what has generated
those negative or positive reactions.
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This section conducts a similar analysis to the hashtag section, but focusing on concepts
extracted from the found mentions.

In this section there is also an evaluation of the concepts with the strongest emotions. The
classification of the strength of an emotion has been done using the arousal dimension as
explained previously on this document.
In this example the concept “San Diego” has a high valence, which implies good emotions.
Investigating on the internet it is apparent that BBVA gave an award to a climatologist
foundation in San Diego. There is also the concept terror, with high arousal but low valence,
which implies a bad but strong emotion. Using this graph is possible to detect concepts that
elicit strong emotions but low volume which would otherwise be hidden beneath a pile of
other concepts. This could be useful to tackle issues that are related to a small number of
authors but, as the emotions they express are very strong, probably they are very vocal
about their opinions and can undermine the brand reputation but will be unnoticed with the
traditional volume-based metrics.
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Regarding topics, a similar analysis has been developed. The main difference with the
previous sections is that the number of possible topics is very small so there is no need to
display more graphs to get topics with strong emotion or sentiment.
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In this section, information relative to twitter users is displayed. There is a table with the
users with the greatest number of followers that made mentions regarding the brand, a
graph with the users that made the most mentions of the brand and a graph that displays the
users with the most mentions that contained an emotion. The objective of this is to locate
users that are very vocal about their opinions about the brand.
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For some graphs is better to be able to compare a brand with other brands. For example, the
volume graphs are useful to identify trends, but they cannot be used to quantify how popular
a brand is unless you compare it with similar brands. The same can be applied to sentiment
and emotion analysis.

For example in these graphs we can see that the volume of mentions related to the BBVA
brand is much greater than the volume of the other brands. The only brand that has a
volume that can be compared to BBVA is Caixabank. Regarding those graphs, the final user
can, for example, take a deeper look at those days where the volume of Caixabank is similar
to the volume of BBVA. Also, it is apparent that the lack of mentions for BBVA certain days is
because the service was stopped those days, as there are no mentions for any brand.
Another kind of information that can be extracted is that the sentiment related to a brand is
not dependant on the quantity of mentions. Therefore, a smaller brand can have fewer but
better opinions.

5. Roadmap
The greatest untapped potential for this pilot in the context of the MixedEmotions project
comes from social network analysis. By using modules and technologies developed in the
project, it would be possible to construct some social network graphs, with mentions, their
authors and the relationships of those authors.
The most interesting functionality for our target audience would be to undertake a deeper
and less naive analysis of authors, for instance, twitter users. That is a functionality that will
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use social network analysis. A graph will be created using the extracted relationships
between authors. With that analysis our clients would be able to identify real influencers,
which is something that has been asked for constantly in the past. Using social network
analysis other information can also be extracted, such as emotion propagation in the
network.
Another area to improve is the variety of data sources. More data regarding other social
networks is always interesting for the final user, as it is more data from blog, news and
forms. Moreover, the inclusion of multimedia content should be studied, as the
MixedEmotions platform offers multimedia capabilities.
As another possible expansion, it would be interesting to use MixedEmotions entity linking
capabilities to be able to identify correlations in the data. In order to do so, it would be
necessary to use advanced entity linking capabilities available in the platform and use Kibi
for example as an entity linking visualization tool.
From a pure operational perspective, the Project Manager can be further improved in order
to automatize and control more closely the processes it manages.
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